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Active Vibration Control for the
Measurement of Fluidelastic
Effects
A new method based on active vibration control is proposed to investigate fluide
coupling effects beyond fluidelastic instability. This active control method allows to ex
the range of flow velocity explored for single input-single output control systems.
method is applied on a flexible tube inserted in a rigid bundle in water and air-w
cross-flows. This structure becomes unstable for high flow velocities, fluidelastic f
then causing the damping of the fluid-structure system to fall towards zero. The a
control method allows to carry out tests beyond the fluidelastic instability. The
velocity range explored is doubled in two-phase flow.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1561451#
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1 Introduction
Heat exchanger tubes may exhibit, under particular conditio

large amplitude vibrations, which may lead to failures. One of
origins of these vibrations has been identified as fluidelastic in
bility, a subject of constant research efforts in the past thirty ye
@1–3#. At a critical value of flow velocity, a sudden increase
vibration amplitude that is caused by a fall towards zero of
damping of the fluid-structure system may be observed@4#. Since
theoretical and numerical predictions of the fluidelastic instabi
remain difficult @5–8#, experimental approaches have be
developed.

A first approach is to display critical velocities when the arr
characteristics and the fluid properties are varied. This leads to
construction of stability map such as in Connors@1#. A second
approach, based on fluidelastic forces, has been propose
Tanaka et al.@9,10# where the fluidelastic forces are studied as
function of flow velocity. This allows a more complete descripti
of the fluidelastic phenomenon over a large flow velocity range
that case, two experimental methods are commonly then use
investigate fluidelastic forces: the direct method@2,9,10#, which
allows the measurement of the fluid forces acting on all tu
induced by the harmonic motion of a driven tube, and the indir
method@4,11#, where fluidelastic forces are derived from the ev
lution of the modal characteristic of the fluid-structure system

At the same time, vibration control has been shown to be e
cient for in situ applications of controlled forces in vibrating sy
tem under fluid flow by Baz and Ro@12# and Kaneko and Hirota
@13#. Moreover, Meskell and Fitzpatrick@14# have used a passiv
technique and an electromagnetic shaker to control a tube u
cross-flow and to identify fluidelastic instability.

In @15#, we have used active vibration control to build an ins
bility map. The damping of the fluid-structure system was th
artificially varied to derive several critical velocities for fluidela
tic instability. We propose here a new method based on ac
vibration control in the indirect method in order to derive t
fluidelastic forces at instability. The originality of this active co
trol method~ACM! is based on the use of active vibration contr
for the identification of fluidelastic coupling, which effects on th
controller are taken into account. Modifications of the dynam
system induced by the active control may be measured, but
also be estimated from the characteristics of the active con
loop as shown by Preumont@16#. We propose here a method bas
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on experiments and calculations in order to derive the fluidela
forces using active vibration control and the indirect method. T
principle of the method remains general and is not specific to t
bundles.

Experimental tests are performed with a flexible tube equip
with an electromagnetic shaker and inserted in a tube bundl
water and air-water cross-flows. The ACM combined with t
classical indirect method@4,11# and the added excitation metho
@17#, which is available at low flow velocities, gives a comple
description of fluidelastic coupling on a large flow velocity rang

2 Active Control Method
Active vibration control allows the variation of the modal cha

acteristics of a flexible structure. More particularly, damping m
be artificially added or subtracted to the initial value. The ma
objective of the present active control method~ACM! is to set the
modal damping of the fluid-structure system to any positive
quired value. An active control technique based on transfer fu
tion, which is supposed to be efficient for single input-single o
put ~SISO! control system@16#, is used here.

2.1 The Active Control Technique. Active vibration con-
trol, using transfer functions, is physically based on a contr
loop, which may be represented in a bloc diagram as in Fig
The mechanical system, here the fluid-structure system, and
controller are, respectively, represented by the transfer funct
Hs(s) andHk(s) whereHk(s)5g hk(s) andg is the scalar gain.
Wheng is varied, the efficiency of the controller varies. Thus,
given added damping corresponds to a given scalar gaing.

A SISO control-loop consists of a sensor which provides
input information on the movement of the structure, and an ac
tor which exerts the output effort of control on the structure. T
frequency response function between the sensor and the actu
called the frequency response function in open-loopHo(s), may
be measured. The structure is then directly excited by the actu
of the control-loop. The functionHo(s) is defined as

Ho~s!5Hk~s!Hs~s! (1)

The modal characteristics of the structure with no contr
which are the poles ofHs(s), may be derived fromHo(s) as

t the
T

. As-
Fig. 1 Block diagram of the control loop
003 by ASME MAY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 165
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shown in Eq.~1!. On the other hand, when the structure is und
control, the transfer function in closed-loopHc(s) may be defined
as a function ofHo(s) @16#. It reads

Hc~s!5
Ho~s!

11Ho~s!
(2)

From Eq.~2!, if Ho(s) is known,Hc(s) may be estimated with-
out any other specific measurement. The modal characteristic
the system under control, namely the poles ofHc(s), may be
calculated for a given scalar gaing by finding the roots of its
determinant. From Eq.~2!, the equation (11Ho(s)50) is then
solved to find the poles of the system under control.

2.2 Fluidelastic Coupling and Active Vibration Control.
The structure is subjected to fluidelastic coupling and to coup
induced by the controller. The controller acts on the fluid-struct
system which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The fluid-structure syst
alone and the fluid-structure system under control correspond
spectively to the system in open-loop and to the system in clo
loop. Here, the system in open-loop~i.e., Ho) is partly unknown
as the fluidelastic coupling forces are the object of the tests
modify the modal characteristics of the system. Finally,Hc(s) can
not be calculated using Eq.~2!.

We propose here to determine experimentally the modal c
acteristics of the system under control which is subjected to fl
flow. In that case, the structure is excited by turbulence. T
modal characteristics of the structure are estimated on the spe
density of its vibratory response induced by the fluid excitati
We propose now to calculateHo(s) using Hc(s). From Eq.~2!,
we have

Ho~s!5
Hc~s!

12Hc~s!
(3)

The determination of the frequency and damping in open-lo
is divided into four steps:

1. Calculation ofHo(s) in still fluid (V50)
This step is the definition of the reference system, which is
subjected to fluidelastic coupling, the flow velocityV being zero.
The transfer function in open-loop and in still fluid, notedHo

0(s),
may be expressed as a function of its zeroszi and its polespi .

Ho
0~s!5K

)
i 51

b

~s2zi !

)
i 51

a

~s2pi !

(4)

2. Calculation ofHc(s) in still fluid (V50)
This step allows the calculation of the~a-m! poles which are not
affected by fluidelastic coupling. These poles may be poles of
structure and poles of the electronic control loop. We distingu
the m structural poles which are subjected to fluidelastic effe
from the poles which are not. The transfer function in closed-lo
and in still fluid, notedHc

0(s), is calculated using Eq.~2! asHo
0(s)

is known from step 1.

Fig. 2 Fluidelastic coupling and active control diagram
166 Õ Vol. 125, MAY 2003
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)
i 51

b

~s2zi !

)
i 51

m

~s2pi
k! )

i 5m11

a

~s2pi
k!

(5)

3. Determination ofHc(s) with V.0
The structural poles which are supposed to be affected by
idelastic coupling are experimentally derived in closed-loop us
the spectral density of the response of the structure subjecte
turbulent fluid forces; From steps 1 and 2,Hc

0(s) is modified in
Hc

V(s) by replacing them structural polespi
k of Eq. ~5! by them

experimentally estimated polespi
f k , so that

Hc
V~s!5K

)
i 51

b

~s2zi !

)
i 51

m

~s2pi
f k! )

i 5m11

a

~s2pi
k!

(6)

4. Calculation ofHo(s) with V.0

Fig. 3 Experimental setup— „a… sight partial of the tube
bundle, „b… the vertical channel and the shaker, „c… flexible tube
Transactions of the ASME
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This last step allows to determine the modal characteristics of
system subjected to fluidelastic coupling only. Using Eq.~3!, the
transfer function in open-loop and under fluid flow,Ho

V(s), may
be calculated.

Ho
V~s!5K

)
i 51

b

~s2zi !

)
i 51

m

~s2pi
f ! )

i 5m11

a

~s2pi !

(7)

The comparison of the reference structural polespi of Eq. ~4! and
the modified polespi

f of Eq. ~7! allows the determination of the
fluidelastic effects acting on the structure at a given flow veloc
The frequency and the damping may be easily derived from
value of the corresponding pole using

p52jv1 j vA12j2 (8)

The indirect estimation of fluidelastic effects using the evolut
of frequency and damping are detailed in@4# and @17#.

3 Experimental Application

3.1 Application of the ACM to Tube Arrays. In single-
phase flow, the modal parameters in still fluid, such as freque
damping and modal participation, may be estimated using a P
fitting @18# or a frequency fitting@17#. In two-phase flow, the
modal characteristics in still fluid may not be measured due to
unstable state of a gas-liquid mixture. The first step of the AC
proposed here needs to be numerical. We may use the proce
proposed by Caillaud et al.@15#, which is based on the measur
ments of the transfer functions in open-loop in still gas and in s
liquid separately. The structure is excited by the actuator of
control-loop. The transfer function in open-loop in still two-pha
mixture Ho

0(s) is derived from both transfer functions previous
estimated. The frequencies and modal participations are der
from the experimental results in still gas and in still liquid usi
the homogeneous equilibrium model@3#. The total fluid damping
is calculated using state of the art models~here@3#!.

3.2 Experimental Setup. We consider here a squar
bundle, the central tube of which is flexible~Fig. 3~a!!. The array,
similar to that reported in@11,15,17,19–21#, includes 15 stainless
steel cylinders~3 columns and 5 rows! and 10 half-cylinders of
diameter 30 mm with pitch-to-diameter ratio of 1.5. The lowe
natural frequency of the rigid tubes is about 900 Hz. It is co
firmed in a 1803300 mm2 vertical channel. The flexible system
~Fig. 3~c!! is made of a tube under flow attached to a flexib
plate, which allows vibration in the lift direction only. Thus, th
first bending mode in still water is about 38 Hz. The displacem
of the vibrating tube is derived from a strain gauge bonded at
base of the flexible plate.

The actuator is an electromagnetic shaker~Prodera, EX220!
attached to the flexible plate~Figs. 3~a! and~b!!. The tube may be
excited in open-loop or controlled in closed-loop by this shak
The sensor of the control-loop is an accelerometer Ende
2222C bonded at the middle of the tube. The acceleration sign
integrated using a charge amplifier Bru¨el & Kjaer 2635 in order to
obtain a direct velocity feedback law@16#. The scalar graing is set
using an amplifier Gearing & Watson. We can note that in
range of scalar gain used, we did not observe any instability of
structure due to the controller, though the direct velocity feedb
technique is known to potentially bring instabilities as shown
Baz and Ro@12#.

3.3 Results in Water Cross-Flow. Two methods are used
here for the experimental determination of fluidelastic effects. T
usual indirect method@4,11# is used when the tube under cros
flow is stable. The ACM is applied beyond the critical velocity f
Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology
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fluidelastic instability. In Fig. 4, the vibration amplitude at the fre
end of the tubesA , the frequencyf and the reduced dampingj of
the first bending mode are given as a function of pitch-flo
velocity V.

Up to V54 m/s, the indirect method is used. The tube becom
unstable as the reduced damping is falling towards zero. The
trol gain g is then set to 1 N.s/m; The vibration amplitude
divided by two and we can proceed with the tests. When
vibration amplitude at the end of the tubesA is near 0.8 mm, the
control gaing is increased again.

The modal characteristics~f, j! of the fluid-structure system in
closed-loop using the ACM are estimated on the spectral den
of response of the tube using a frequency fitting. The dampin
closed-loop remains positive. The modal characteristics of
fluid-structure system in open-loop are calculated using the AC
The damping of the fluid-structure system becomes negative
V.5 m/s. The reduced damping in closed-loop for the last m
surement (V55.8 m/s) is 2.72% which corresponds to a reduc
damping of21.25% in open-loop. For higher velocities, the ve
high level of turbulence buffeting and fluidelastic forces do n
allow the ACM to be used as the shaker is limited in power.

The results on the frequency and the reduced damping in o
loop are continuous between both experimental methods
when the control gain is varied.

3.4 Results in Air-Water Cross-Flow. The tests are real-
ized using both indirect method and ACM as in water cross-flo
The homogeneous void fraction«g is set to 15, 25, 35, 55, 70, an
85%. For each void fraction, the frequency~Fig. 5! and the re-
duced damping~Fig. 6! are given. As in water cross-flow, th
results are continuous except on the frequency for«g585%.

3.5 Discussion. The results obtained illustrate the efficienc
of the proposed method. In two-phase flow, the range of fl
velocity explored is doubled. In water cross-flow, the value of t
multiplication factor is about 1.3 as buffeting excitation level
higher.

The continuity of the results, between both experimental me
ods and when the control gain is varied, validates the ACM. T
new method has also been validated on the stable region by c
parison with the indirect method, which is known to be accura
in @21#.

For low void fractions~15 and 25%!, we observe an oscillation
of damping for high flow velocities~Fig. 6!. For «g525%, the
damping is negative when 6,V,8.1 m/s and 9.5,V
,10.1 m/s. Finally, when flow velocities are between 8 and
m/s, the system is restabilized. These oscillations may also
observed on the frequency~Fig. 5! for «g525%. This oscillation
of damping has not been reported before.

4 Conclusion
A new method based on active vibration control and the indir

method is proposed to measure fluidelastic effects. As active c
trol techniques may be used to stabilize unstable structures u
fluid flow, the ACM presented here may be extended to structu
which show strong fluidelastic coupling.

This method is applied to the case of tube bundles under sin
phase flow and two-phase flow. Its efficiency is shown on
experimental array, the central tube of which is flexible, in wa
and in air-water cross-flows. Fluidelastic coupling is investiga
beyond fluidelastic instability and the flow velocity range e
plored is doubled in two-phase flow.

The method proposed here is only available for Single Inp
Single Output systems. For instance, it can not be applied
flexible tube bundle. In that case, the problem is quite complex
two main reasons: the fluidelastic coupling between tubes mus
taken into account and more actuators may be added to the
tem. Finally, the present approach, which is only applicable t
MAY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 167
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Fig. 4 Experimental results in water cross-flow
single flexible cylinder, is quite limited for industrial application
such as steam generators tubes.

Nomenclature

f 5 frequency
g 5 scalar gain of controller
H 5 transfer function
p 5 pole of transfer function
s 5 Laplace’s variable

V 5 pitch flow velocity
z 5 zero of transfer function

«g 5 homogeneous void fraction
MAY 2003
s sA 5 standard deviation at free end of tube
j 5 reduced damping

Subscripts

0 5 structure in still fluid-V50
c 5 closed-loop
f 5 fluid
k 5 controller
o 5 open-loop
s 5 structure

V 5 structure in cross-flow-VÞ0
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 Experimental frequencies in air-water cross-flow

Fig. 6 Experimental reduced damping in air-water cross-flow
l of Pressure Vessel Technology MAY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 169
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